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established in 1973 and located in india’s high technology capital, Bengaluru, iimB 
offers a stimulating learning environment on its 100-acre campus. our mission is to 
build leaders through holistic, transformative and innovative education.

We offer many long-duration programmes, including the flagship Post Graduate 
Programme in management (PGP), the Fellow Programme in management (FPm), 
the Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and management (PGPPm), the Post 
Graduate Programme in enterprise management (PGPem), and the one year full-time 
residential executive Post Graduate Programme in management (ePGP). 

in the last few years, our thrust has been to become internationally recognized for 
excellence in teaching and research programmes. We have established a number of 
initiatives to provide international exposure to our students through a mix of curricular 
and non-curricular activities. For example, iimB has partnerships with over 112 top 
B-schools in the world. through these exchange programmes, our students have the 
option of spending one term/semester, during the second year, at the partner school 
and receive full academic credit. this exchange network also results in a large cohort 
of international students spending a term on the iimB campus.

We are the only indian B-school to belong to the Global network of advanced 
management (Gnam). the main objective of the network is to prepare students to be 
better managers in a global world through access to courses and short programmes 
with participants from member schools and through joint development and exchange 
of cases and course material. as a student of iimB, you can choose to use the Gnam 
network to take, for credit, courses in prestigious partner schools through distance 
programmes. the network also provides opportunities for working in teams with 
students at partner schools.

similarly, iimB has collaboration with indian institute of science (iisc) which offers 
PGP students access to iisc’s courses in technology and innovation. 

innovation and entrepreneurship have become key areas of interest even as we grow 
our strengths in traditional areas of management. if you have a great idea and an 
entrepreneurial streak, with an appetite for high achievement and a willingness to take 
risks, the n s raghavan Centre for entrepreneurial Learning (nsrCeL) is the place 
for you. nsrCeL’s mission is to take ideas to implementation through a structured 
mentoring programme that helps create successful business entities out of excellent 
ideas. as a student of iimB, you have opportunities to do short projects with start-
ups as part of your course and gain some experience before you graduate from the 
institute. 

at iimB, we have gone the extra mile and have done many things to encourage students 
to pursue their entrepreneurial dreams. to promote the spirit of entrepreneurship in 
our students, we started the concept of ‘placement holiday’ where students, after 
completing the PGP programme, can take a break from the placements to pursue their 
entrepreneurial venture. if they wish, they can return after 2-3 years, and participate 
in the placements. 

the institute encourages faculty members to do cutting-edge research and bring 
the results of research into the classroom. iimB has been ranked no. 1 in Business 
management research in indian universities, institutes and colleges by a stanford 
study. We have won the eduniversal award for Best Business school in Central asia 
for six consecutive years. We are accredited by eQuis. 

i welcome you to iimB and to a programme that will provide you with a truly global 
experience.

Professor Devanath Tirupati
Director In-charge

indian institute of management Bangalore

From the Director
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the Post Graduate Programme in management (PGP) at iim Bangalore is the flagship 
programme of the institute. For more than 38 years, the PGP at iimB has moulded 
and equipped bright young people for leadership positions in business, industry and 
government. over the years, iimB’s PGP has achieved recognition as one of the finest 
masters programmes in management that one can find anywhere in the world. 

as someone just about to enter the portals of iimB, i am sure you have many questions 
about academics and about the institute. the sections that follow in this brochure will 
give you a considerable amount of information about life and activities at the institute. 
in this section, i would like to give you an overview of the processes that go into 
making iimB’s PGP such a great programme.

the Post Graduate Programme at iimB has evolved over more than three decades. 
our vision is to build leaders and entrepreneurs through holistic, transformative 
and innovative education. We would like to attract the brightest students into the 
programme and provide them with a stimulating and challenging learning environment. 
We would like to emphasize the importance of values, and the pursuit of noble ends 
and the choice of right values. We want our students to explore their potential and we 
would like them to make significant contributions to society in the process.

the faculty at iimB has a crucial role in the PGP. students get an opportunity to 
learn from some of the finest minds. the institute encourages faculty members to do 
cutting-edge research and bring the results of research into the classroom. a large 
number of elective courses are available from the third term of the first year and in the 
second year, some of them unique to iimB. students also get an opportunity to work 
on independent projects under the guidance of faculty in the fourth and fifth terms of 
the programme. some of these projects have resulted in papers published in leading 
journals.

the institute encourages and facilitates international exposure for its students. 
iimB’s network of student exchange relationships is strong and diverse and there 
are partnerships with some of the best business schools across the world. this 
network also results in a large cohort of international students spending a term on 
iimB campus, especially during the fifth term.

the institute’s library, computing and infrastructural facilities are constantly upgraded. 
You will find details in the later part of this brochure. Life at iimB is interesting and 
fulfilling. there are a large number of student clubs which channelize the energies into 
self-development, extra-curricular learning and social service. 

students are encouraged to provide feedback on how the quality of the programme 
can be continuously improved. open houses are held at periodic intervals where 
students, faculty and academic administration discuss matters of mutual interest.

i am sure you will find the iimB experience exhilarating and rewarding. i wish you all 
the best.

Professor L S Murty
Chairperson, PGP 

From the Chairperson, PGP 

at iimB, we seek to create a global learning context for our PGP students-- our 
programme is focused on professional excellence, service to the corporate sector 
and to society at large. the PGP at iimB aims to provide transformational leadership, 
and enables the student to act decisively in the most challenging situations.

at the first level of the admissions process we carefully shortlist the candidates to 
this programme out of the large pool of candidates who had qualified through the 
Common admission test (Cat); the second level of selection is based on consistent 
academic track record, meritorious academic achievement and the quality of 
professional experience. Finally, we evaluate the suitability of the candidate to the 
programme based on authenticity, confidence, motivation and the willingness to 
take responsibility. the unique feature of our selection process is that not only faculty 
members, but iimB alumni are also active partners in selecting the right candidates. 
We strongly believe that an effective business school is not only about what you learn, 
but with whom you learn.

our philosophy is that no single selected student should withdraw from the PGP 
just because he or she is not able to afford the fees. iimB has various corporate 
scholarships and also provides need-based financial aid. thus, our entire objective is 
to create an excellent learning environment in management education and help the 
students overcome the hurdles in achieving excellence.

Professor Jayadev M
Chairperson, Admissions and Financial Aid   

From the Chairperson, Admissions
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a 100-acre oasis in south Bangalore, the indian institute of management Bangalore 
(iimB), with its all-stone architecture, lush verdant woods and landscaped gardens, 
provides an idyllic environment to engage in management studies, academics and 
learning. iimB has world-class infrastructure that facilitates excellence in teaching, 
research, consulting and other professional activities.

Located in india’s high technology capital, iimB is in close proximity to some of the 
leading corporate houses in the country, ranging from information technology to 
consumer product companies, giving it the added advantage of integrating classroom 
knowledge with practical experience.

established in 1973, the institute has since then built on its base of highly accomplished 
faculty, world class infrastructure and motivated student body to emerge as one of 
the premier institutes for management education and research promoting managerial 
excellence in the country. iimB strives to achieve excellence through partnerships with 
industry, and leading academic institutions, the world over. iimB’s mission is to ‘build 
leaders through holistic, transformative and innovative education’.

the long-duration post-graduate programmes of the institute comprise the flagship 
Post Graduate Programme in management (PGP); the Post Graduate Programme in 
enterprise management (PGPem); the Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy and 
management (PGPPm); the one year full-time executive Post Graduate Programme in 
management (ePGP), and the Fellow Programme in management (FPm), which is a 
doctoral programme. iimB offers courses relevant for each of the three segments of 
the managerial hierarchy. all these programmes are very highly rated and iimB alumni 
occupy senior managerial and academic positions across the globe.

About IIMB

Further, the executive education Programme (eeP) caters to a wide variety of 
organizations in government, the public and private sectors and non-governmental 
organizations, with open and customized programmes. the international masters 
Programme in Practising management (imPm), an international collaborative 
executive education programme, jointly offered by iimB with mcGill university, 
Canada, Lancaster university, uK, renmin university, China and FGV/eBaPe, rio de 
Janerio, is globally recognized as a major innovation in executive education. the n.s. 
raghavan Centre for entrepreneurial Learning (nsrCeL) at iimB also offers courses 
for women entrepreneurs and owners of family businesses.

iimB has always been a hub of innovative activity and is always on the lookout for 
opportunities to collaborate with the industry as well as other academic institutions 
the world over. innovation and research at the institute have been given a fillip with the 
establishment of Centres of excellence in various areas ranging from Public Policy and 
Corporate Governance to insurance to Financial markets and risk management. the 
n.s. raghavan Centre for entrepreneurial Learning is a catalyst for entrepreneurial 
activity and a well-known incubation centre for start-up ventures.

a feature that sets apart iimB from other B-schools is the carefully selected mix of 
students with diversity as a stated objective so that students can leverage from each 
other’s experience in addition to theoretical studies in the classroom, thereby creating 
a truly enriching learning experience. the institute also has the largest student 
exchange Programme amongst all B-schools in india with several partner universities 
across north america, europe and australia.

as the global business scenario gets increasingly complex and dynamic, iimB prepares 
students to manage and lead in such dynamic business situations by providing a 
diverse and challenging environment where they can learn and grow and emerge, 
ready to lead and inspire.

a feature that sets apart 

iimB from other B-schools 

is the carefully selected 

mix of students with 

diversity as a stated 

objective so that students 

can leverage from each 

other’s experience.
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the two-year Post Graduate Programme in management (PGP) is the flagship 
programme of the institute. it is designed to enable students to acquire the skills and 
capabilities that will enable them to reach responsible global positions in management.

the programme revolves around the principle that world-class business leaders are 
not mass-produced; they are nurtured and developed with personalized care and 
attention, in small work groups and teams, and in a practical, application-oriented 
user-friendly environment.

the programme lays the foundation for conceptual and analytical reasoning, 
and gives the students an insight into the dynamics of the business environment. 
it prepares students to manage and lead in the global business scenario which is 
getting increasingly complex.

the programme design is inspired by management practice rather than ivory tower 
academics. the course material and design are oriented towards current and emerging 
issues in management. the curriculum undergoes a complete transformation every 
three years. in addition, it is adapted significantly every year to keep it abreast with the 
current business environment. iimB has the distinction of offering the largest variety of 
elective courses in the second year of the PGP.

the faculty members keep themselves updated on present management realities 
by virtue of their extensive involvement in research and consulting. Further, the level 
of interaction required in the programme ensures that the pool of work experience 
among the students is effectively tapped.

developing skills and teamwork is an important facet of the programme. the 
interactive skills of effective communication, conflict management, negotiation and 

About the Post Graduate Programme in Management

mobilizing individuals towards common goals are the essential ingredients of effective 
management.

there is a strong emphasis on project work as a part of the regular courses at the 
institute. While working on projects, students are required to interact with managers 
from the industry. a number of these projects are sponsored by such organizations. 
on an average, a student graduating from the institute would have carried out 15 
projects, usually live, involving industry interaction and support.

the post graduate programme lasts six trimesters, spread over two years, with a 
summer project in between the two years.

the first-year students are exposed to basic concepts in the areas of economics, 
marketing, Finance, strategy, Personnel management and Human resources 
management, Quantitative methods, operations and Behavioral sciences through 
the ‘core courses’. these courses lay the foundation for all the functional areas of 
management that helps develop problem-solving skills.

in the second year, students pursue functional areas of their interest. there is greater 
emphasis on the application of knowledge gained in the form of projects, group 
exercises and case discussions. Guest lectures supplement regular course work 
while the core Business Policy and strategy course integrates the learning gained 
from the first year’s basic disciplines. students are encouraged to take up dissertation 
work and to do a project on ‘Contemporary Concerns’ under faculty guidance.
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Academic Programmes at IIMB
Learning at iim Bangalore is exciting, challenging and enriching. a balanced and 
contemporary curriculum benchmarked against that of 15 of the world’s best schools 
ensures that you complete your management education on the back of a rewarding 
learning curve.

the Post Graduate Programme in management has a balanced focus on individual 
assignments and group projects facilitating self as well as peer group learning. the 
pedagogy includes lectures, case discussions, guest lectures and use of audio-visual 
content. this makes learning multidimensional and participative.

the first two terms expose the students to different functional areas of management 
through the ‘core courses’, which serve to build a strong foundation for more detailed 
immersion later. thereafter, students are free to choose from a wide array of electives 
in various areas of specialization.

iim Bangalore is unique amongst its peer schools in offering students a choice of 
electives in the first year of the programme, which allows students to make an early 
decision to pursue their fields of interest. in the second year of the programme, students 
are also encouraged to take up dissertation work or a project on ‘Contemporary 
Concerns’ under the guidance of faculty. iimB has the distinction of offering the largest 
variety of elective courses in the second year of the PGP. iimB is the only business 
school in india which offers elective courses in the first year itself.

Learning Curve

iimB is the best 

management institute in the 

best climate zone for the 

best minds of Young india.

Dr. Charan Singh 
RBI Chair Professor

some of the electives that have been offered in the last few years are:

Economics & Social Sciences

Business Forecasting, technology, infrastructure and market reforms, econometrics, 
Current economic scenario, Political economy, managerial economics, decision 
analysis, risk management, emerging economies, Global macro economy and 
Financial markets, monetary Policy in advanced and emerging Countries 

Finance & Control

Financial statement analysis, Financial derivatives, international Finance, introduction 
to Capital market theory, integrated treasury and risk management, investments, 
management of Banks and Financial institutions, mergers and acquisitions, 
new enterprise Financing, international Banking, Fixed income securities, social 
entrepreneurship, management Control systems, Banking, Financial market and 
systems, advance Corporate Finance, Corporate tax management, indirect taxation, 
General insurance, insurance and Pension Funds

Marketing

research for marketing decisions, Brand management, Product management, 
advertising management, Consumer Behavior, services marketing, Business data 
mining and decision making, rural marketing, retailing management, Competitive 
marketing strategy, sales and distribution management, international Business 
negotiation skills, Business to Business market management, international marketing, 
Pricing strategy, strategies and tactics of Going to Business markets

Production & Operations Management

supply Chain management, Logistics management, Project management, erP, 
mrP ii, operations strategy, services management, operations management, 
Product and Portfolio management, technology and operations strategy, Business 
Process improvement, supply Chain management, managing e-Business, strategic 
management of services

“the pedagogy here is such 

that we focus on learning 

of analytical tools and 

applications rather than just 

factual learning. Classroom 

sessions have a balanced 

mix of theory as well as its 

content-based application, 

and include enriching 

real-world analysis and 

discussions.”

Professor Rupa Chanda 
Economics & Social Sciences 
Area

member – expert Committee, 
services export Promotion 
Council

member – taskforce on the 
service sector, ministry of 
Commerce

member – international Health 
regulations (iHr) roster of 
experts, WHo
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Quantitative Methods and Information Systems
spreadsheet models for Business decisions Problems, database management 
systems, software Project management, actuarial mathematics and statistics, 
information systems development, simulation for management, Game theory, 
marketing of information technology, Patterns of Problem solving, Quantitative 
analysis and modelling, Business Forecasting, Business data mining and decision 
models

Corporate Strategy and Policy
advanced Corporate strategy, technology Competition and Business, managing 
new Ventures, strategy and environment, multinational management, new Product 
development, Competition and strategy, understanding Corporate Failures, Business 
Law, international Business, multi-business strategy, mergers and acquisitions, 
strategic Leadership, strategic thinking and decision making, managing alliances, 
strategic management in media and entertainment industry, telecom strategy 

Organization Behavior and HRM 
tracking Creative Boundaries, High Performing organizations, inter Cultural 
management, strategic Hrm, designing organizations, managing People and 
Performance in organizations, Personal Values, Goals & Career options, self-
transformation: indian approaches, inclusive Business models

iimB is the only fully 

Wi-Fi enabled campus 

amongst comparable 

institutes. the Computer 

Centre is available for 

use 24 hours.

For learning to be effective it needs to be delivered in a congenial environment. at iim 
Bangalore you will have access to world-class learning infrastructure which ensures 
that your pursuit of knowledge is not only a rewarding experience, but a thoroughly 
enjoyable one too.

Hostels

the spacious, beautiful and well-maintained hostel blocks provide single room 
accommodation to all students.

Music Room

a state-of-the-art music room with good acoustics, electric guitars, bass, amps and 
a tama drum-kit is a delight.

Computing Facilities

iimB is a Wi-Fi enabled campus. the Computer Centre is available for use round 
the clock. Printer facility is provided at the Computer Centre as well as in the hostel 
blocks. High speed internet, highly resourceful intranet, sharing software, and internal 
messenger make all work easy and quick. a common erP platform for various 
activities, ranging from fees to library journals to personal information to grades to 
attendance, makes life simple for the students.

Moodle

iimB is one of the few campuses to use the moodle learning management system, 
which acts as an interface between the students and the faculty. 

Learning Ambience
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Library

spacious and extremely well stocked, the library is regularly updated with the latest 
journals and newsletters. it also provides access to online databases like Bloomberg. 
its services are subscribed to by working professionals too.

Sports Facilities

With a strong focus on overall development of the student’s personality, iimB has 
robust sporting infrastructure. this includes facilities for tsepak, soccer, cricket, tennis, 
basketball, volley ball, throwball, badminton, and indoor games.  a well-equipped 
gym is open all days of the week. a whole new sports complex with a brand new 
swimming pool would open soon, adding to the list of facilities which will have a role 
to play in the institute developing a strong sporting culture.

Eateries

there are several options for food lovers within the campus. aside from the mess 
which serves four meals every day, there is the night canteen to fuel those late night 
project submissions. Park n eat, amul, athica’s and au Bon Pain are other options on 
campus. You can also take advantage of the location of iimB – the country’s popular 
restaurants and food chains are located near campus.

the objective of the 

Financial aid Policy at 

iimB is to ensure that 

no student is deprived 

of an education at the 

institute for financial 

reasons.

Loans, Financial Aid and Scholarships

educational loans to support all expenses at iimB are available from leading banks. 
iimB extends Financial aid in the form of part or full tuition waivers to students in need 
of financial assistance. the objective of the Financial aid Policy at iimB is to ensure 
that no student is deprived of an education at the institute for financial reasons. this 
process is intended for those students who have a pressing need for assistance.

in addition to the need-based financial assistance provided by iimB, scholarships 
from the Centre and state governments are also available through the institute. these 
include the nCert, ntPC, sC/st scholarships, and scholarships from various state 
governments such as assam, Kerala, maharashtra, nagaland and andhra Pradesh 
(Pratiba scholars).

Certain other prominent scholarships include:

1. Aditya Birla Scholarship

the aditya Birla scholarship, instituted in memory of mr. aditya Birla, is given for 
all-round achievement. this scholarship is given to both first-year and second-year 
PGP students. three or four students are selected every year by the company from 
amongst those ranked in the top twenty at the beginning of the programme. the 
competition is across several other institutes.

the students who are granted the scholarship during the first year are eligible to apply 
for renewal of the scholarship in the second year provided they belong to top 25% of 
the batch in the first year.

the scholarship amount is rs. 1.75 lakh per student per year. 

2. Uday Nayak Scholarship

this scholarship, instituted by mr. i.s. nayak in memory of his son uday nayak, is a 
merit-cum-need based scholarship. the scholarship of inr 10,000 is granted to a 
second-year student and requires a minimum CGPa of 3.3 at the end of the first year.

3. T Thomas Scholarship

this merit-cum-means scholarship of rs. 1 lakh is given by Hindustan unilever Limited 
to one PGP second-year student.  the selection is based on the following criteria: 
participation in co-curricular activity, leadership, academic performance and holistic 

Facilitating Learning
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business thinking. all students in the second year of the programme are eligible to 
apply. Five students are shortlisted by the Chairperson-- Financial aid, based on the 
criteria stated by the company. 

4. Community Service Award

this award is given to students who have contributed significantly to community 
initiatives during their stay at iimB. the award consists of a plaque and a certificate. 
this scholarship is open to graduating students of PGP, FPm, PGPem & PGPPm, and 
students are nominated by their peers and faculty. the awardees are selected based 
on an assessment of their contribution by a committee comprising members of the 
faculty. a personal interview may be held if required. there is no limit on the number 
of recipients. However, the committee may decide not to give the award if no worthy 
candidate is identified.

5. OPJEMS Scholarship

the oP Jindal engineering and management scholarship has been instituted in the 
memory of mr. o.P. Jindal. the selection is done by the company from amongst the 
second-year students ranked in the top as per the first year CGPa. it is granted to one 
second-year student each year.

6. Rajesh Kaushik Memorial Scholarship

this is a merit-cum-means scholarship of rs. 1.5 lakh given per year. the scholarship 
has been instituted by the PGP’92 batch in memory of rajesh Kaushik, one of their 
batch mates.

7. Societe Generale Global Solution Centre India Scholarship 

Candidates are selected from the most needy financial aid applicants in the first year. 
nomination is done by the institute and the students are selected on the basis of their 
need and subsequent interviews conducted by societe Generale. the scholarship 
award covers the entire tuition fees.

8. Ocwen Financial Solutions Private Limited Award 

the ocwen scholarship for Competence in academics and research (osCar) is 
awarded to one student. the scholarship amount is rs.1.80 lakh. the award is based 
on a research paper submitted by the students.

9. Cognizant Technology Solutions-- B’izard Scholar 

the B’izard scholarship is awarded to students of exceptional academic and leadership 
achievements and scholarly promise who are committed to serving their communities 
and for whom further study in management would be particularly appropriate. the 
scholarship amount is rs. 3 lakh for the winner, rs. 2 lakh for the first runner-up, and 
rs. 1 lakh for the second runner-up.

the following scholarships are also awarded through the institute: the aCe 
Consultants scholarship by indian oil, siddhartha Padam scholarship, times Group 
scholarship, PepsiCo scholarship, and Citi Woman Leader award.

Orientation Programme

typically, the first week of the first term is reserved for orientation. the objective of 
the orientation is to allow students the opportunity to interact with members of the 
faculty, alumni, and second-year students to understand what is expected of them 
over the next two years. the programme features talks by industry leaders, outdoor 
team-building sessions and workshops.

Awards and Recognition

Merit Certificate: students who are ranked first in their respective sections at the end 
of terms i, ii and iii are given a certificate of merit. 

Director’s Merit List: the top 5% students in batch based on academic performance 
during the first year are included in the director’s merit List and awarded a certificate/ 
book grant in the second year of the programme.

Gold Medallist & Best All-Rounder: two gold medals are awarded based on 
academic performance (CGPa) over the two-year course-work. there is also a gold 
medal for the best all-round performance awarded to a student who is in the top 25% 
percentile of the batch, and is considered the best all-round performer by the faculty.

IIMB Best Case Award: this award felicitates the author(s) of the best case written 
by the students of iimB under the case-writing initiative.

Professor P N Thirunarayana Award for Best Student (Marketing): instituted by 
the marketing area, this award recognizes the best student, in the marketing area.
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Fellow Programme in Management

the Fellow Programme in management is the globally recognized doctoral programme 
of iimB and is committed to training individuals who will excel in their area of research 
through publication-quality work of international standard. 

Post Graduate Programme in Enterprise Management

the Post Graduate Programme in enterprise management (PGPem) endeavors to 
provide professional management education to middle and senior professionals of the 
industry. it aims to transform professionals with strong technical knowledge into business 
leaders with management perspectives that are relevant to a dynamic environment.

Post Graduate Programme in Public Policy & Management 

Catalyzed by the Government of india and the united nations development Program, 
the PGPPm is packed with path-breaking insights about policy making and management 
strategies. it offers participants global exposure through a tie-up with syracuse university, 
usa.

Executive Post Graduate Programme in Management

the ePGP is an intense one year, full time programme designed to enhance skills and 
capabilities essential for responsible positions at senior management levels. Created 
specifically for professionals with remarkable track records and seven to fifteen years of 
work experience, this programme is challenging and globally oriented, with an objective 
of producing future leaders who can handle the dynamic corporate environment.

Executive Education

iimB’s executive education is aimed at broadening the outlook and strengthening the 
skills of practising managers across the globe to prepare them for the changing roles in 
a changing world.

Participants also obtain valuable insights from extensive interaction with their 
counterparts from other organizations on developments in management concepts and 
their applicability in the new global context. iimB case studies and research on these 
organizations form the key knowledge source in these sectors.

iimB’s executive education Programmes comprise international Partnership Programmes, 
open Programmes, and Customized Programmes. in 2012-13, over 5000 managers 
participated in the executive education Programmes at iimB.

Other Programmes at IIMB

•	 Open	Programmes	are	anchored	on	faculty	research	and	expertise	across	various	
disciplines of management and draw participants from different organizations. iimB 
offers a mix of general management and specialized programmes of long and short 
durations.

•	 Customized	 programmes	 offered	 by	 IIMB	 are	 designed	 to	 meet	 the	 specific	
needs of client organizations, at all levels of hierarchy. the institute partners with 
client organizations, to disseminate state-of-art knowledge to all their managerial 
personnel though different customized programmes, and also partner in knowledge 
creation and problem-solving. iimB’s valued partners in these programmes include 
corporations across industries and across levels. 

•	 International	Partnership	programmes	are	offered	at	 IIM	Bangalore	 in	collaboration	
with top international business schools offering executive development programmes 
for the benefit of practising managers.

a cooperative venture of business schools in the five countries of the uK, Canada, 
india, China and Brazil, the international masters Programme in Practising management 
(imPm) is a novel programme that functions in an authentically international context. 
every possible aspect of the programme has been customized to concentrate on the 
needs of participants and their companies. 

With the increasing interest of the rest of the world to do business in and with india, iimB 
has developed a short-duration programme titled ‘doing Business with india’. this is a 
highly popular programme that is customized for different organizations and institutes. it 
equips participants/students to understand processes, trends, economic relations and 
policy changes in the national and international business environment. some of iimB’s 
partners include melbourne Business school, tepper school of management, university 
of sydney, eada spain, Vienna university, Gothenburg university, and aese, Portugal.

the Certificate in Wealth management is a joint intellectual presentation by singapore 
management university (smu) and indian institute of management Bangalore (iimB), 
two of asia’s leading institutions in business and wealth management. the four-day 
programme seeks to equip participants with fundamentals of asset management, wealth 
planning and client advisory.
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Final Placements 2014

students from iim Bangalore, owing to their intrinsic talent as well as the holistic 
personality development, are significant value creators for organizations worldwide. 
that explains why the best of companies hire from our campus year-on-year, offering 
excellent career opportunities to our students.

our summer internship programme, conducted after the first year, also attracts an 
equally overwhelming response from the corporate world. students get an opportunity 
to work closely with companies and develop a long-term perspective with regards to 
their career choices. Companies too view the summer internships as a means to 
engage students on some productive short term assignments as well as evaluate 
them for the purpose of giving them pre-placement offers.

the Final Placement season for the PGP Class of 2012-14 witnessed the participation 
of the top recruiters across all sectors with renewed vigor and was concluded within 
a record time of 8 sessions spread across 4 days. 

this year the placement process witnessed the participation of 388 eligible students. 
two students opted out of the Placement Process – one for pursuing research in 
management, and the other for pursuing opportunities with his previous employer. as 
many as 150+ companies participated and made more than 425 offers across 200+ 
profiles. the Pre-Placement offers poured in aplenty with 117 students receiving 
offers before the start of the Final Placements, which is 20% higher than the last 

Last Mile

“We are a talent 
business which thrives 
on attracting, retaining 
and developing the 
brightest young people. 
iimB is one of the vital 
sources of top talent of 
our growing business 
in india. We are very 
proud of our long and 
successful association 
with iim Bangalore.”

Boston Consulting 
Group

year. the Lateral Placement season for candidates with more than 22 months of 
work experience broke all the previous records with 127 offers been made by firms 
in varied domains like strategy, leadership, product management, consulting and 
general management. as many as 41 students were offered international placements 
from various firms for global locations. nine candidates chose to join social ventures 
in the Final Placements.

iimB played host to most bulge-bracket international banks such as Goldman 
sachs, HsBC, JP morgan, nomura, Bank of america merrill Lynch, royal Bank of 
scotland, deutsche Bank, Citibank, and standard Chartered on the first day of the 
Final Placements. the process also saw the participation of avendus Capital and 
american express. the premier private equity firm, the Blackstone Group (London), 
and Germany-based incubator rocket internet hired exclusively from iim Bangalore, 
offering international roles. a host of indian banks and financial institutions such as 
Kotak mahindra Group, iCiCi Bank, HdFC Bank, axis Bank, and edelweiss also made 
offers during the Placement process.

in the consulting domain, mcKinsey & Company and the Boston Consulting Group 
made 11 offers each. accenture management Consulting with 13 offers was the top 
recruiter in this segment this year. about 27% of the entire batch received offers in the 
Consulting sector, which also included reputed names like Bain & Company, Booz & 
Company, a t Kearney, and roland Berger. another prominent recruiter in this space 
was eXL. KPmG and PricewaterhouseCoopers also recruited from the campus.
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Conglomerates such as aditya Birla Group, tata administrative services (tas), reliance 
industries Ltd, mahindra Group, CK Birla, Larsen & toubro, siemens, and General 
electric recruited in significant numbers for leadership and general management roles.

many students also chose sales and marketing and were extended offers by major 
consumer goods and services firms. Procter & Gamble made five offers based out of 
singapore and india. other major recruiters who offered sales and marketing roles to 
students were Hindustan unilever, itC, mondelez international, Coca Cola, PepsiCo, 
reckitt Benckiser, and asian Paints. telecom majors Vodafone and Bharti airtel also 
made a number of offers in this domain. the major retail firm from middle east -- 
alshaya -- also recruited in good numbers this year.

amazon and samsung made 11 offers each, leading the charge of the technology 
space. microsoft, Google and infosys were the other major recruiters in this sector. 
Linkedin hired for the first time and exclusively from iim Bangalore. in the it consulting 
domain, all prominent recruiters like Cognizant, iBm and Capgemini visited the 
campus. Flipkart, Yepme and Jabong registered the presence of e-Commerce.

Professor sankarshan Basu, Chairperson, Career development services, iim 
Bangalore, said: “Like every year, the 2014 Final Placements was well received and 
supported by all participating organizations. the entire process was smooth given the 
large number of companies participating each day, We are thankful to all recruiters 
once again for reposing their faith in iimB and recruiting in large numbers for significant 
roles in india and abroad.”

Summer Placement 2013

the summer Placement process for the Class of 2015 at iim Bangalore concluded in 
a record time of 3 days, placing the largest ever batch of iimB. the summer internship 

“iim Bangalore is a 

preferred campus 

for a.t. Kearney 

and will continue 

to play a key role in 

our recruitment plan 

going forward. every 

recruitment season, 

we are impressed by 

the quality of resumes, 

overall preparedness 

and enthusiasm of 

candidates.”

 A.T. Kearney

Placement process was completed in 6 slots spread over 3 days. a total of 135 
recruiters visited the campus resulting in 398 internship offers for students of PGP 
programme, the flagship programme of iim Bangalore. Five students with more than 
34 months of work experience opted out of summer internship process.

according to Professor sankarshan Basu, Chairperson, Career development services, 
“the current summer Placements clearly validates the global standing of talent from 
iimB. Credit should also be attributed to the diversity and rich work experience of 
the batch. the two-month summer internship has been appreciated by companies 
visiting campus as it provides necessary corporate exposure making iim Bangalore 
graduates ideal candidates for taking up a range of challenging managerial roles.” 
students received offers from regular as well as new recruiters across sectors.

iim Bangalore played host to an increasing number of mnCs and banks who hired 
for international career programmes and more than 50 students are expected to 
intern at international destinations. While 29% of offers made were from the sales 
& marketing domain, around 22% of students secured internships in the Banking 
& Financial services segment. the management Consulting sector absorbed 23% 
of the batch and around 12% of the batch will intern with conglomerates in general 
management and leadership profiles. operations & it profiles each accounted for 7% 
of total offers made. new recruiters on campus included roland Berger, Bristol-myers 
squibb, Juniper networks, maersk Line, Feedback infra, C.K. Birla Group, Landmark 
Group, and inautix.

Finance: around 22% of the batch was offered roles in the Financial sector. Leading 
international banks like uBs, JP morgan, Goldman sachs, Barclays, Bank of america 
m.L., morgan stanley, deutsche Bank, Citi Group and nomura hired summer interns 
for investment banking and global markets & equities. other banks offering a range 
of financial roles included standard Chartered, HsBC and royal Bank of scotland. 
Premier investment and advisory firm, the Blackstone Group recruited exclusively 
from iim Bangalore.

Management Consulting: around 23% of the batch will intern in the Consulting 
sector. Big recruiters this year were Boston Consulting Group (BCG) with 15 offers, 
mcKinsey & Co. with 11 offers and accenture management Consulting with 10 offers. 
other prominent recruiters included alvarez & marsal, a.t. Kearney, Bain & Co., Booz 
& Co., deloitte, roland Berger and siemens management Consulting among others.

Sales & Marketing: around 29% of the batch received offers for sales & marketing 
internships. Procter & Gamble and Hindustan unilever hired 11 and 8 interns 
respectively for domestic and international locations. top FmCG companies who 
continued showing keen interest in talent from iimB included nestle, Kraft Foods, 
PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, GlaxosmithKline and reckitt Benckiser. Johnson & Johnson 
and duPont participated in the process, offering international marketing leadership 
programmes. other major recruiters in the marketing space included airtel, abbott, 
asian Paints, Philips and Vodafone among many others.

General Management: around 12% of the batch has chosen to intern in this sector. 
aditya Birla Group with 11 offers was the top recruiter this year. Conglomerates 
offering general management and leadership programmes such as tas, mahindra & 
mahindra, Ge, shell, reliance and Cairn also recruited in higher numbers. Firms like 
C.K. Birla Group and syngenta participated for the first time selecting students for 
General management roles.

Technology & Others: technology giants like Google, microsoft and Juniper networks 
participated in the process offering unique roles to students selected. Big players from 
the e-Commerce segment included amazon with 12 offers and Flipkart with 10 offers 
for different profiles including operations. tata steel and maersk Line also extended 
offers with operations roles. media houses like Bennett Coleman and Ht media 
visited the campus, adding diversity to the range of profiles offered. students also 
showed interest in start-ups like taxiforsure and FreeCharge, choosing companies 
offering hands-on experience of working in a start-up environment over regular 
recruiters. these students will gain exposure to entrepreneurial ventures during their 
stint working with start-ups which aligns well with iimB’s philosophy of promoting the 
entrepreneurial spirit among students. 

“the current summer 

Placements clearly

validates the global 

standing of talent

from iimB. Credit 

should also be 

attributed to the 

diversity and rich

work experience 

of the batch.”

Prof. Sankarshan Basu 
Chairperson

Career development 
services
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set up in march 2002 as a focal point for entrepreneurial studies at iim Bangalore, 
the n. s. raghavan Centre for entrepreneurial Learning (nsrCeL) facilitates 
business growth through academic research by scholars and practical learning for 
entrepreneurs. nsrCeL also offers extensive engagement with industry in order to 
channelize and refine raw entrepreneurial energies that go on to become successful 
businesses. the Centre draws upon both the iimB faculty and industry experts to 
provide mentoring support.

Entrepreneurship Education Programmes
nsrCeL offers a wide range of electives on new Venture Creation, new Venture 
management, Business Plan Workshop, Corporate entrepreneurship and Venturing 
and more to students of the various post-graduate programmes at iimB. the 
Centre also conducts two programmes of its own: the management Programme for 
entrepreneurs and Family Business (mPeFB), and the management Programme for 
Women entrepreneurs (mPWe).

Research
nsrCeL funds entrepreneurship-related research projects undertaken by iimB faculty, 
conducts doctoral level courses aimed at building research capacity among young 
scholars at iimB, sponsors international research events intended to enhance the 
publication potential of indian research, and hosts international scholars collaborating 
with iimB’s faculty on entrepreneurship research.

Spirit of Entrepreneurship

Mentorship
nsrCeL is an open mentorship centre, engaging with a number of entrepreneurs at 
the idea stage. By working with a panel of mentors who are successful entrepreneurs 
and/or corporate managers, nsrCeL guides business start-ups that approach the 
Centre for support.

Incubation
Funded by Global internet Ventures (GiV), a us-based fund, the nsrCeL incubator 
provides incubatees with high quality business infrastructure and access to iim 
Bangalore’s vast intellectual and knowledge resources. additionally, the incubatees 
are offered access to a network of professionals, corporate managers, and investors 
as well as to complementary academic institutions, such as the indian institute of 
science.

nsrCeL also conducts a range of events, such as seminars, panel discussions by 
distinguished speakers, workshops, conferences, and business plan competitions, 
which enable it to stay in touch with the world of entrepreneurs.
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11:30 AM
Two classes down and the sleep bug slowly starts to nibble. 
We flock to the Central Pergola for a cup of tea or coffee 
and there we are, completely refreshed to conquer the rest 
of the day!

1:30 PM
Nothing to beat home food, but the mess has its own 
appeal with a mix of South Indian, North Indian and 
Chinese. However, lunch is never complete without 
chit-chat under the sun, sipping coconut water. 

12:00 Midnight
Last-minute frenzied submissions take place as 
the midnight deadline approaches, post which it’s 
time to head to the Hooshing Pillar for a friend’s 
birthday celebrations, followed by a yummy snack 
at one of the multiple eating joints.

2:30 AM
Be it a section party, a wing party or just a group 
of friends hanging out, we sure know how to live 
it up on campus. Nothing like our famed L-square 
though, where our attendance record is 100%. We 
are called ‘B School of PARTY’ for a reason.

8:00 AM
As the cool morning breeze blows through the IIMB campus, 
the alarm clocks in the hostels go berserk. Wing-mates wake 
each other up and we finally manage to make it on time for 
class after grabbing a quick breakfast. Half-an-hour into the 
session we’re thanking our stars we didn’t miss this case for 
that extra glorious hour of sleep! 

3:00 PM
Our auditorium is quite famous, and not just for Chatur’s 
speech in ‘3 Idiots’. Many illustrious names have set the 
stage ablaze. From Henry Mintzberg’s arguments on the 
changing state of the business world, to Nandan Nilekani’s 
walk down memory lane, the list goes on and on. One of 
the best parts of being here at IIMB, make sure you never 
miss the opportunity to interact with such legends.

5:00 PM
All books, no play and tasty mess food (yeah, you read that 
right) makes one big and boring. In an attempt to shed all 
those extra pounds put on through the day, we play our 
favorite sports,  hit the gym or go for a walk to enjoy the 
lovely campus.

7:00 PM
Project meetings and team work at Au Bon Pain with the folks 
from EPGP form a major part of the life at IIMB, be it for group 
assignments or case competitions. A real taste of management, 
working with 5-6 personalities every term, and you get to 
understand what it takes to be a team player.

10:00 PM
Wondering when we actually get some time off? Well 
that is now. Read a novel, study for a possible surprise 
quiz, get into an interesting chat with wingies, or 
simply relax on your bean-bag, and zone out in your 
own space. 

Slice of  Life @ IIMB
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With more than 30 clubs at iim Bangalore, students have a raft of opportunities to 
interact amongst themselves, develop deep bonds of friendship and create everlasting 
memories. the clubs at iim Bangalore engage in activities ranging from sports to 
social responsibility, from dramatics to applying academic learning practically, from 
creative writing to quizzing. You name an interest and chances are that there will be a 
club for it. and if you are among those whose latent needs are not satisfied by existing 
clubs, well, you can start your own club! You just need to find enough people with a 
similar interest and there you are, with a new club formed before your very eyes.

Student Affairs Council

the student affairs Council is the apex student body at iim Bangalore and permeates 
all aspects of student life. it is the primary contact point between the institute 
administration and the student body. the saC lays down the general rules and 
regulations for the club activities and assists the clubs in various activities that they 
take up. some of the saC activities include:

•	 Acting	as	a	primary	interface	with	the	Institute	administration	and	faculty

•	 Conducting	student	elections	on	campus

•	 Ensuring	smooth	club	selection

•	 Assisting	in	the	formation	of	clubs	on	campus

•	 Undertaking	club	reviews

•	 Coordinating	with	the	Institute	for	all	development	activities	on	campus

•	 Ensuring	that	the	Institute’s	facilities	are	maintained	properly

Student Activities @ IIMB

Student Clubs and Societies
Academic Council: Leading-edge academic learning is at the core of iimB’s Post 
Graduate Programme in management (PGP). as students are the most important 
stakeholders in learning, it is important that their viewpoint is given enough consideration 
in academic matters. the academic Council is the student community’s voice in all 
matters pertaining to academics. the Council acts as a link between the students 
and the faculty, and functions with the objective of fostering a healthy academic 
atmosphere where the quality of learning is always on the rise. the Council comprises 
four members who are elected by the student community.

Anveshan: anveshan, the adventure and mountaineering club of iimB, aims to help 
students to stay in touch with nature while giving them the much needed break from 
routine. the club organizes trekking and hiking, camping, rock climbing, rappelling, 
white water rafting, kayaking, cycling, bike trips and night safaris. through its initiatives, 
such as ‘adventurer of the Year’, the club encourages adventure enthusiasts and 
nature lovers to not just participate but also take charge in organizing trips.

Bharath: ‘Bharath’, the society for Public Policy at iimB, is a platform which allows 
the students of the institute to engage and work with the government on various 
public issues and other developmental plans. Bharath works in close association with 
the Centre for Public Policy of iimB and conducts events that are aimed at creating 
cognizance among the student community about matters pertaining to public 
welfare and development. Bharath’s primary objective is to sensitize the iimB student 
community towards the current problems that india faces in the area of public policy 
and to motivate them to make incremental improvements in the state of affairs along 
with the government.

Bookrack: do you seem to be running out of good books to read? no worries, just 
head to Bookrack and pick up a book that interests you. With a collection of nearly 
800 novels and comics, generously contributed by students over the years, Bookrack 
is like our very own personal library.

Dhwani: the music club of iimB, dhwani provides a platform for budding and 
enthusiastic musicians on campus to showcase their talent. it organizes various 
musical events on campus through the year and encourages members of the student 
body to perform at the events. dhwani is active in many forms of music including 
Western classical rock, metal, alternative music genres, folk music and various forms 
of fusion music except pure Carnatic and Hindustani classical music.
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Dress Circle: dress Circle is the film and photography club of iim Bangalore. it 
promotes the talent of students in areas such as film making and photography. over 
the years the club’s activities have grown exponentially with photography contests for 
students, exhibitions, movie screenings, and workshops. the club also covers various 
events and fests that take place on campus like eximius, sangram, Coke studio etc.

Dramatics Club: the dramatics Club is a forum for all enthusiasts of drama to get 
together and promote the spirit of theatre on campus. it provides the perfect forum to 
perform and appreciate stage plays, spoofs and street plays. the dramatics Club also 
organizes workshops and prepares teams to represent iim Bangalore at competitions 
across the country.

Entrepreneurship and Innovation Cell (EnI): the eni Cell is a student-run initiative 
that nurtures entrepreneurial talent in the iimB community and provides opportunities 
for students who have an inclination towards entrepreneurship as a career. the eni 
Cell works in coordination with nsrCeL and brings together entrepreneurs, venture 
capitalists and angel investors to conduct workshops for the students. its flagship 
event, eximius, is one of the most popular entrepreneurship summits in india.

Environment and Sustainability Society (ENS): the environment and sustainability 
society aims to provide a platform for interaction and action in the fields of environment, 
clean energy and sustainable development. the society is pursuing initiatives such as 
campus greening activities and sustainability report, formation of green network of 
campuses, and providing students with exposure to green economy. 

Expressions: expressions is the literary club of iim Bangalore – an umbrella group 
for writers and poets on campus. ‘expressions’ publishes a monthly magazine which 
has interviews, articles, short stories, poems and campus updates from the student 
community.

Forum for Communication and Leadership (FOCAL): FoCaL is the iimB Chapter of 
toastmasters international. the mission of FoCaL is to provide a mutually supportive 
and positive learning environment in which every member has the opportunity to 
develop communication and leadership skills, which in turn fosters self-confidence 
and personal growth.

Forum for Industrial Interaction: Fii acts as a link between the corporate world and 
the student community at iim Bangalore. the chief mandate of the club is to provide 
exposure for the students to industry and corporates through a variety of activities and 
events. some of the major events that Fii organizes are Vista -- the annual international 
business summit of iim Bangalore, tedxiimB, B Cubed, and Colloquium – a series of 
lectures that features prominent speakers from the corporate world.

Gurukul: Gurukul works to strengthen bonds between the faculty and the student 
community through a variety of activities like dinner with faculty, Concept Check series 
during placements, informal interaction sessions and panel discussions.

Hostel and Mess Committee (HMC): HmC is the interface between students and 
the administration for all issues pertaining to the stay of the students in the hostel. 
HmC voices the opinions and concerns of students to the administration. it is also 
the point of contact for new initiatives and ideas implemented in the hostel.  HmC 
is responsible for management of hostel infrastructure, mess and night canteen, 
resolution of complaints, audit of mess accounts, monitoring of external facilities on 
campus and room allocation.

ICON – The Consulting Club: iCon aims to provide iimB students with live consulting 
opportunities to enable them to experience all that consulting offers – challenging 
assignments, endless variety and a chance to hone all-important analytical and 
problem-solving skills. iCon also enables the industry to benefit from the cutting-
edge management pedagogy imparted to iimB students and the latest developments 
in management techniques to which the students are exposed. 

MARS – Merchandising and Retailing Society: mars, short for merchandizing & 
retail society, is the club that runs a non-profit student store for the iimB Community 
to buy their everyday essentials at wholesale prices. all the activities in running the 
store, like planning, procuring, stocking and billing, are managed by the students 
themselves. it is the one-stop store that a student visits to buy everything from a 
tooth-brush to a business suit.

MASH: masH is the marketing club of iimB which focuses on sales, negotiations, 
branding, advertising and all aspects of marketing. it conducts talks, events and 
workshops throughout the year and gives students the opportunity to experience the 
corporate world through case studies organized in collaboration with leading marketing 
companies. masH also publishes monthly newsletters, conducts weekly quizzes and 
shares opinions on ads and marketing campaigns launched by companies.

Mitr: mitr is a student volunteer group that works along with Vishwas, the counselling 
organization. 

Networth: networth is the Finance club of iimB. it coordinates all Finance-related 
events on campus. Besides organizing talks and workshops by industry experts in 
fields like private equity and investment banking, it also acts as the single touch-point 
for all Finance-related queries and activities. networth publishes weekly digests which 
helps students keep abreast with the latest developments in the financial world.
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Operations Management Club (OPMAC): oPmaC, the operations management 
Club of iim Bangalore, aims to promote awareness and knowledge about the field 
of operations among the student community. oPmaC conducts events specifically 
designed to spread awareness that operations form a vital part of every sector; not 
just the shop floor. the club conducts popular simulation games focused on the 
operations of the retail, hotel and it sectors and organizes talks by industry experts 
in the field of operations.

ShARE: share-iimB Chapter is a part of the share-Global which is a multi-cultural 
non-profit organization. share’s long-term mission is to generate, share and use 
knowledge to advise large corporates and governments on real issues and eventually 
contribute to the region’s human, social and economic development. 

SIGMA: siGma maintains the it infrastructure on campus in collaboration with the 
Computer Centre. siGma also organizes campus peripherals for students, maintains 
the intranet, spidi. the club also hosts an annual gaming tournament.

SPICMACAY: the sPiC maCaY-iimB Chapter is an initiative by iimB students to 
promote indian classical music and dance by organizing concerts throughout the 
year. its flagship event is Yamini, a dusk-to-dawn concert series held on the eve of 
republic day every year. sPiC maCaY-iimB conducts a variety of classical music 
classes throughout the year. sPiC maCaY-iimB also conducts workshops in painting, 
weaving, sculpture and theatre.

Sports Council: the sports Council undertakes the responsibility of keeping the 
sportsperson in each one of us alive through sporting activities held round the year. 
almost every sport played in the country is played in iimB. this ensures that no sporting 
talent goes unnoticed. the sports Council has played a big role in maintaining the 
sports infrastructure on campus and proved instrumental in iimB’s victory in the inter-
iim sports events. the mantra of the sports Council is simple:  ‘Play Hard!’

Student Alumni Committee (AlumCom): it aims to leverage the iimB alumni 
community’s network and expertise for the benefit of the students. ‘Building Bridges 
across time’ defines the motto of alumCom. it is responsible for organizing various 
initiatives to bring students and alumni on a common platform like anusmaran, the 
global iimB alumni meet, reunions, seminars, mentorship programmes, Know Your 
alumni, Coffee with alumni, and First stride – a series of pre-summer placement 
sector talks.

Student Cultural Committee (CulCom): CulCom or Cultural Committee says: ‘We 
aim to entertain....throughout the year’. Be it the celebration of birthday of a wingmate, 
the celebration of the end of exams or the organizing of a cultural fest, CulCom leads 
from the front.

Student Exchange Committee: the student exchange Committee facilitates a 
smooth and effective exchange programme for students at iimB. With 112 partner 
universities spread across 5 continents, iimB’s student exchange programme is one 
of the largest in the country. the committee ensures that the incoming exchange 
students have a comfortable term. it also strives towards making the exchange 
programmes for students of iimB a good experience.

Student Media Cell: the student media Cell offers students the experience of 
interacting with the media. it also provides a platform for students to interact with 
personalities from fields as diverse as politics, sports, fashion and media by inviting 
them to campus as guest speakers.

Taal: it is said that one can express true emotions only through the language of 
dance and taal aspires to do just this. this club organizes dance workshops and its 
members perform at iimB and at competitions round the year.

Tejas: tejas@iimb is a first-of-its-kind knowledge portal that operates as a faculty-
student initiative. every issue of tejas@iimb offers a unique blend of contemporary 
business insights and academic inputs. the content spans interviews with industry 
leaders and faculty to articles based on the best student projects generated at iimB.

The Quiz Club (iQ): iQ handles the quizzing, literary and debating activities at iimB. 
it sends weekly news digest mailers and quiz/puzzle solving contests over mail. the 
club ensures enthusiastic participation through the sheer variety of events that it 
conducts on campus.

Vikasana: Vikasana was constituted to work towards the benefit of society, by 
undertaking activities where students can contribute their skills. members of this 
club engage the entire student community to elevate service to others above self-
interest. they draw on their knowledge, values, and skills to help people in need. they 
organize blood donation camps, prosthetic limb and eye-care workshops, outings for 
underprivileged kids, and much more.
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Unmaad: unmaad is the annual cultural festival of iimB. this 72-hour non-stop 
extravaganza is marked by song, dance, drama and ramp walks, in addition to stand-
up comedy shows. unmaad 2014 was launched with a Coke studio concert while 
the Pro-night, one of Bangalore city’s most anticipated events of the year, saw Farhan 
akhtar perform live at the iimB campus.

Blockbuster Events

Sangram & Sangharsh: sangharsh and sangram are two annual events that give 
sportspersons a platform to excel. sangram is an inter-iim meet between iim Bangalore, 
iim Kozhikode and iim trichy. teams compete in cricket, football, volleyball, hockey, 
basketball, badminton, throwball, kho kho and swimming. iimB was the overall winner 
of sangram 2013 – third year in a row.

sangharsh is a sporting extravaganza for teams from the iims at ahmedabad, 
Bangalore, Calcutta and Lucknow. teams compete in football, badminton, table 
tennis, swimming, cricket, throwball, volleyball and basketball. iim Bangalore has 
consistently been a top performer since the competition’s inception. sangharsh 2014, 
hosted by iimB and inaugurated by Padma shri syed Kirmani, saw the host campus 
bag 5 gold medals and finish 2nd in the overall standings.

Eximius: Celebrating the spirit of entrepreneurship, eximius records enthusiastic 
participation from budding and successful entrepreneurs, venture capital firms and 
academia. eximius 2013 had dr. Kiran Bedi and Kris Gopalakrishnan, Co-Founder, 
infosys Limited, addressing the students.

Samarpan: Joy of Giving Week: organized for the first time in 2013, samarpan 
celebrates the act of giving back to the society. through the ‘one day@iimB’ event, 
bids were invited from people to experience a typical day on campus. all proceeds 
were donated to partner nGos. a run-for-a-cause marathon and clean-up drives 
were also organized through the Joy of Giving Week.  

Vista: Vista is a three-day business fest where the best minds from across the country 
make a beeline to iimB to compete across a range of business events and hobnob 
with the who’s who of indian Business. Vista 2013 was inaugurated by Padma shri 
Kamal Haasan, who spoke to iimB students about the cinema industry’s need for top 
managerial talent.
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our courses and programmes have been designed in a manner that allows our 
students to experience firsthand the work culture and learning environment in other 
countries.

International Summer Internships

the most reputed multinational corporations recruit iim Bangalore students for 
summer internships after their first year. a large number of the internship locations 
are outside india.

Global B-Schools Interaction

delegations from some of the most well-known business schools of the world visit 
our campus to interact with the students and faculty here. iim Bangalore has hosted 
students and faculty from Harvard Business school, Yale university, Cornell university, 
Hong Kong university, among other top B-schools, for the fruitful exchange of ideas.

Full-Term Exchange Programme

iim Bangalore has a comprehensive exchange programme. in 2013, as many as 170 
students went on long-term and short-term exchange programmes. 

Short-Term Exchange Programmes – IJ-CSPP (Cornell University)

in addition to long-term exchange programmes, there are short-term ones in which 
participants from partner universities work with students from iimB on real business 
problems. they have been sponsored in the past by companies like intel, aegis, 
etc. this exercise not only provides students get valuable insights into international 
business practices, but also gives them a chance to experience the dynamics of 
business in a global set-up with seamless boundaries.

Beyond Boundaries

“iimB was an extraordinary 

experience for me as it gave 

me a chance to come back 

and study where my roots 

are. the students here were 

very genuine and great fun 

to be with. i will surely miss 

this place when i go back.” 

 
Salman Bashir

Gothenburg university, 
Gothenburg, sweden

“i had a great time here 

at iimB. People are very 

friendly and welcoming and 

it feels great to study in a 

beautiful campus like this.” 

Oriane Donnadieu 

esseC, Paris, France

Incoming Exchange Students

the office of international affairs (oia) and the student exchange Committee provide 
support to the incoming exchange students by helping them understand course 
allocation procedures. they host an orientation programme that covers all aspects 
of campus life.

Outgoing Exchange Students

From selection of university to finalization of visa, oia provides support to students. 
Further, oia and the student exchange Committee conduct an open House session 
for outgoing exchange students, where pointers are shared and questions are 
answered.
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List of Exchange Universities

Asia
Guanghua school of management,  
Peking university, Beijing

school of economics & management, 
tsinghua university, Beijing

racanati Graduate school of Business administration, 
tel aviv university, tel aviv

international university of Japan, 
Graduate school of international management.

Graduate school of Business administration

College of Business administration, 
Kuwait university, Kuwait

Lahore university of management sciences,  
Lahore

asian institute of management

nanyang Business school,  
nanyang technological university, nanyang

nus Business school,  
national university of singapore,  
singapore

singapore management university,  
singapore

dongguk Business school, 
dongguk university, dongguk

Kaist College of Business

Korea university Business school, 
Korea university, seoul

the school of Business, 
Yonsei university, seoul

Graduate school of Business, 
seoul national university, seoul

College of Commerce, 
national Chengchi university, taipei

school of management, 
asian institute of technology (ait), 
Pathumthani

Africa
Wits Business school, 
the Graduate school of Business administration, 
Johannesburg

Australia
australian school of Business, 
sydney

melbourne Business school, 
university of melbourne, 
melbourne

university of new south Wales, 
sydney

Queensland university of technology,  
Brisbane

Europe
Wu Wirtschaftuniversitat Wien 
(Vienna university of economics  
and Business administration), Vienna

management Center innsbruck,  
innsbruck

uCL-iaG, the Louvain school of management, 
Louvain

Katholieke universiteit, 
Ku Leuven

solvay Brussels school of economics & management , 
Brussels

Copenhagen Business school, 
Copenhagen

aalto university school of economics, 
aalto

audencia nantes - school of management

Bem – KedGe Business school

edHeC Business school, Lille

emLYon Business school

esC Bretagne Brest

esCiP school of international Business

esCP europe, Paris

esseC Business school

KedGe Business school 
euromed marseille

Grenoble ecole de management

Groupe esC Clermont Graduate  
school of management 
(France Business school)

Groupe esC troyes, 
Champagne school of management

Groupe sup de Co montpellier Business school

HeC school of management, 
Paris

iae de Paris 
(sorbonne Graduate Business school), 
Paris

ieseG school of management, Lille

reims management school 
(new name: neoma Business school)

esC rennes school of Business

european Business school, 
international university oestrich-Winkel

HHL Leipzig Graduate school of mangement,  
Leipzig

mannheim Business school,  
university of mannheim, mannheim

technische universitat munchen 
(technical university of munich), munich

university of Cologne, Cologne

school of Business & economics,  
university of erlangen-nurenberg, 
nuremberg

university of oldenburg, 
oldenburg

otto Beisheim Grade school of management,  
WHu Koblenz, Vallendar

Zeppelin university, Lake Constance

trinity College, the university of dublin, dublin

uCd michael smurfit Graduate Business school, 
dublin

racanati Graduate school of Business administration, 
tel aviv university, tel aviv

universita Commerciale L Bocconi university, 
milano

scuola superiore sant’anna, Pisa

Warsaw school of economics, Warsaw

isCte Business school, 
university institute of Lisbon

nova school of Business & economics 

esade Business school, 
Barcelona

eada - escuela de alta direccióny administración, 
Barcelona

Jönköping international Business school, 
Jönköping university Jonkoping

stockholm school of economics, 
stockholm

school of Business, economics and Law,  
university of Gothenburg, Gothenburg

university of st. Gallen, st. Gallen

HeC Lausanne, university of Lausanne, Lausanne

university of Geneva

rotterdam school of management,  
erasmus university, rotterdam

Faculty of economics & Business (FeB),  
university of amsterdam, amsterdam

maastricht university, maastricht

nyenrode Business univesiteit,  
Breukelen

university of Groningen,  
Faculty of economics and Business Groningen, 
the netherlands

Cranfield school of management, 
Cranfield university, Bedford

London Business school, 
university of London, London

university of exeter Business school, 
university of exeter, exeter

nHH - norwegian school of economics.

university of Wales institute, 
university of Wales, Cardiff

North America
John molson school of Business, 
Concordia university, montreal

mcGill university, montreal

Queen’s school of Business,  
Queen’s university, ontario

richard ivey school of Business, 
the university of Western ontario, London

schulich school of Business,

York university, toronto

university of alberta, edmonton

Peter B. Gustavson school of Business, 
university of Victoria, Victoria

univ. of Fonds Prince albert

sauder school of Business, 
university of British Columbia, Vancouver

technologico de monterrey, 
monterrey

Fogelman College of Business & economics, 
university of memphis, memphis, tennessee

Booth school of Business, 
the university of Chicago, Chicago

J. mack robinson College of Business, 
Georgia state university

mays College & Graduate school of Business, 
texas a&m university, texas

northeastern university, Boston

stern school of Business, new York university, 
new York

Kenan-Flagler Business school, 
university of north Carolina at Chapel-Hill, 
north Carolina

rady school of management, 
university of California, san diego

robert H smith school of Business, 
university of maryland, maryland

san Jose state university, san Jose

the Fuqua school of Business, 
duke university, durham, north Carolina

thunderbird school of Global management, 
Glendale

sC Johnson Graduate school of management, 
Cornell university, new York

uCLa anderson school of management, 
university of California, Los angeles

Yale school of management , usa

mcCombs school of Business, 
the univesity of texas at austin

Foster school of Business, 
university of Washington, seattle, Washington

stanford university

South America
universidad adolfo ibáñez

FGV-eaesP escola de administracao de empresas, 
de sao Paulo
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List of Recruiters

A
a t Kearney
abbott
aBP news
accel Partners
accenture management 
Consulting
ace Creative
acura Consulting
adani
aditya Birla Group
airbus
airtel
altisource
alvarez and marsal
amazon
american express
arvind mills
asian Paints
asipac
avendus Capital
aviva
axis Bank

B
Bain & Company
Balaji Pe
Bank of america - merrill Lynch
Barclays
Blackstone Group
Booz & Co
Bosch
Bristol myers squibb

C
Cairn
Capgemini
Capital Via
Channel Play
Cipla
Citi Bank
CK Birla
Cnergyis infotech india Pvt Ltd
Cognizant Business Consulting
Coke
CrisiL

D
deloitte
dentsu
deutsche Bank
devfactory
dinodia Capital
directi
doctree
dtdC

E
ebay
edelweiss Finance
eXL

F
Feedback infra

Flipkart

Ford

Freecharge

G
General electric
GeP
Goldman sachs
Google
General electric
GeP
Goldman sachs
Google
GsK

H
HCL
HdFC
Helion Ventures
HP
HsBC
Ht media
HuL

I
iBm
iCiCi
inautix
indegene Lifesystems
infoedge
infosys
inmobi
interglobe
itC
itC infotech

J
Jabong
Jindal Group
Jindal stainless steel
Jm Financial
Johnson & Johnson
Johnson and Johnson 
medical
JP morgan
Juniper

K
Kolte Patil
Kotak
Kotak mahindra
KPmG
Kraft Foods

L
L&t

Landmark Group

LatentView analyics

Linkedin - slideshare

Lodha Group

M
m.H. alshaya & Co (Kuwait)
mahindra & mahindra
mahindra Com Viva
marico
mcKinsey & Company
metric stream
microsoft
mindtree
morgan stanley
mountain trail
multiples Pe

N
narayana Hrudayalay

nestle

nitesh estates

nomura

nucleus software

O
o3

ocwen

one assist

P
P&G
Pepsi
Philips
Power Grid
Practo
Prtm
PWC

R
ranbaxy
raymond
rBi
reckitt Benckiser
reliance
rocket internet
roland Berger
royal Bank of scotland
rural shores

S
saint Gobain

samsung

sCa associates Pvt Ltd

sequoa Capital Group

shell

siemens

siemens management 
Consulting

sonata software

standard Chartered

stovekraft

synergy

syngenta

T
tallenge

target

tas

tata elxsi

tata steel

taxiforsure

the Boston Consulting Group

times Group

U
uBs at iimB, the student community is as talented, multi-faceted and diverse as it can get. While the Common admission 

test (Cat) is a filter, PGP students come from different social, cultural and educational backgrounds. Here, you could find 
your affinity group, and yet, stand out from the crowd.

Vidhi Bhardwaj

Winner of miss india ‘Beauty for a Cause’ 2012, Femina miss india 2012 finalist and winner of 
Femina miss u.P. 2011, Vidhi Bhardwaj has also represented india at the asian supermodel 
Contest 2010 in China. she has been associated with the fashion industry for more than three 
years, having walked the ramp for over 40 designers including sabyasachi mukherjee, Falguni 
and shane Peacock, Vikram Phadnis and neeta Lulla to name a few. Vidhi is an it engineer who 
has worked in social media marketing. the venture incubation centre (nsrCeL) brings her to 
iimB since she wants to start her own enterprise in the future.

Diversity and Inclusivity
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Nalin Goel

‘an engineer by education and an entrepreneur by karma’, is how nalin describes himself. 
after graduating from nit allahabad, he started his own venture. a merit scholarship holder 
who worked as a Placement representative and sponsorship Head in his college, he has 
a great zeal for networking. When he is not busy with project assignments, he writes Hindi 
poetry. on what value can iimB add to him, he says: “the course is very engaging and diverse. 
i can retrospect and think how i could have done something at my venture in a much better 
way. While others think and learn, i have the advantage of having a live play field to apply the 
classroom learnings.”

Saumya Misra

this small-town girl from Bhopal possesses bragging rights for a very varied set of interests. 
one among the top 25 pistol shooters of the country, she has been pursuing aero modelling for 
a very long time. she possesses an awe-inspiring collection of hundreds of coins, match boxes 
and stamps of the world, which she has even displayed in various national museums.  she 
graduated from nit Bhopal, where she displayed her leadership skills as the General secretary 
of students’ Council. after graduation, she worked for BHeL where she won two awards of 
excellence in the two years that she was there. a trained classical dancer, she has been very 
active in promoting indian arts among the youth through her association with sPiC maCaY 
for more than seven years. Her other interests include public speaking and anchoring events.

Konark Panday

Konark Panday is an engineer from Bits Pilani Goa Campus, who has worked 3 years with 
motorola as a legal consultant in the field of patents and intellectual property. He is conversant 
with the patent laws of 5 jurisdictions – europe, usa, Japan, China, and india. as a legal 
consultant, Konark has assisted over 500 inventors around the globe to transform their 
inventions into impacting technologies of tomorrow. at a personal level, Konark has specialized 
in the field of image processing and has worked on numerous applications of the same in the 
fields of bio-medical imaging and barcode imaging. in June 2013, Konark filed for a us patent 
for his work on barcode readers. in addition to his technical prowess, Konark is also an artist. 
He is a calligrapher and an ambigram artist and can often be found surprising his batch-mates 
with his artwork using quills and nibs.

Sarayu Sheshadri

Hailing from the cultural capital of Karnataka, sarayu believes that when passion for dance 
runs deep, not even 6 dance forms can make your knowledge of dance complete. she is a 
professional Bharathanatyam dancer also trained in Kathak, odissi, manipuri, mohiniattam and 
rabindranatyam for over 20 years. she is a 1st rank holder at the state level in the Vidwat 
examinations conducted by KseeB and is also a Graded artiste with doordarshan. she is a 
trained Carnatic vocalist and an enthusiastic runner. a Gold medallist in engineering and an ntse 
state scholar, sarayu is a true reflection of how passion and ambition can go hand in hand.    

Sharanya Subramani

“i would say hard work coupled with passion will take you to greater heights and that is how 
i am here,” says sharanya who hails from Chennai. she has always excelled in academics 
and that is how she entered into College of engineering, Guindy, to pursue her engineering in 
Geoinformatics. she is an active Girl scout and an enthusiastic nCC Cadet, and has received 
the rajya Puraskar award from the Governor of tamil nadu for her sincere contribution to 
the community through scouting. this award led her to represent india at the World scout 
Conference 2007, in London. she is a trained Bharathanatyam dancer, who learnt the art for 
17 years and has performed on various stages. she has also received the ‘sadhanai Penn’ 
(Woman achiever) award from a popular tamil tV channel for her multifaceted talents. she 
says, “iim Bangalore has opened up new avenues for me to utilize my skills and mould myself 
into an independent, responsible individual.”

Arnab Dutta

“i like to have a well-rounded experience wherever i go and which is why i chose iim Bangalore,” 

says arnab. a prolific debater and quizzer, this national swimmer is an electrical engineer from 

iit delhi. arnab is a past winner of the Bournvita Quiz Contest.  He is part of iim Bangalore’s 

team which won the open quiz at nihilanth 2014, the annual inter iit-iim quiz festival. He has 

won over 15 medals in various national and international olympiads, including gold medals at 

the national science and Cyber olympiads and the international Physics olympiad.

Tannvi Aggarwal

an all india CBse topper, tannvi aggarwal is the quintessential srCC graduate high on logic. 

an awardee at the india-France quiz competition, she also holds a degree in indian vocal 

music. tannvi was ecstatic when she received the blue iimB envelope. “i expected a rigorous 

two-year stay at iimB, which it has been, but what i did not expect was the variety that you 

are exposed to as you go through the PGP course. it’s simply amazing to get to know the 

students and their experiences, and enjoy the variety in terms of courses that i did not even 

know existed,” she says.

Ritesh Agarwal

ritesh hails from a small town in West Bengal. top ranker in the entire state, he was honored 

with the mamraj agarwal national award by the Governor of West Bengal for this feat. His 

academic portfolio is impressive: all india rank 3 in the national science olympiad; one among 

6 recipients across the country of the inlaks scholarship; an aditya Birla scholar at iimB. He 

is passionate about dance. a trained hip-hop dancer, he has performed as lead dancer in the 

popular sony tV reality show, ‘entertainment ke liye kuch bhi karega’. He is also a skilled table 

tennis player, and represents iimB in this sport.

Radhika Katyal

“an electronics graduate with two years of experience at nVidia and a sportsperson”, is 

how radhika describes herself. a closer look at her accomplishments leaves her classmates 

gasping. a portfolio with 300 medals, radhika is a former national level swimmer. she has 

exceptional leadership traits. “i have always been a keen sportsperson. swimming in particular 

has helped me develop a sense of calm when under pressure, which you typically face with the 

11:59:59 deadlines at iimB,” she chuckles. 

Yeshwanth Gurukar

Yeshwanth Gurukar brings a whole new flavour to the class. thoroughly involved with 

contemporary indian civil society and indian politics, he brings a new dimension to classroom 

discussions. this all india Civil services rank 107, ntse scholar is inspired by the likes of VP 

Baligar and dr K P Krishnan – two of iimB’s most distinguished alumni. “the best thing about 

iimB’s faculty is that they let you disagree.” this electronics graduate from nitK also brings 

with him a unique experience of being a sociology and public administration teacher.
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iimB’s alumni have made a mark for themselves in various 
domains, be it industry, academia, government, or media 
and entertainment. their success inspires those who are 
on the threshold of this great institute.

Dr. K. Radhakrishnan | PGP ’76 |  
Chairman, isro

dr. K. radhakrishnan has been Chairman of the indian 
space research organization (isro) since august 2009. 
He was honored with the Padma Bhushan in 2014 for 
his excellent contributions to space research in india. He 
spearheads isro’s focus on undertaking space science 
missions and interplanetary explorations, including the 
mars orbiter mission (mom), Chandrayaan-2 and indian 
Human spaceflight initiatives. He has also served as the 
director of Vikram sarabhai space Centre (VssC) at 
thiruvananthapuram.  

Aswath Damodaran | PGP ’79 |  
Professor, nYu stern

aswath damodaran is a Professor of Finance at the stern 
school of Business at new York university (Kerschner 
Family Chair in Finance education), where he teaches 
corporate finance and valuation. He is best known as 
author of several widely used academic and practitioner 

texts on Valuation, Corporate Finance, and investment 
management. He is widely quoted on the subject of 
valuation, as someone with “a great reputation as a 
teacher and authority”. 

Stan Sthanunathan | PGP ’85 | 
senior Vice President, unilever

stan sthanunathan is currently senior Vice President of 
Consumer & market insights at unilever in the united 
Kingdom. He was the Global Vice President of market 
Knowledge & insights for the Coca-Cola Company based 
in atlanta. He started his career 10 years ago in the Coca-
Cola Company as research manager of middle east and 
north africa division based in London. Before joining 
Coca-Cola, stan was General manager of nFo in their 
middle east, north africa office, based out of dubai, for 
five years.

Sanjoy Chatterjee | PGP ’94 | 
Chairman, Goldman sachs (india)

sanjoy Chatterjee has been the Chairman of india 
operations at the Goldman sachs Group, inc. since 
march 2011 and has been its Head of investment 
Banking – india operations since may 25, 2011. He 
served as a Co-Chief executive officer of Goldman sachs 

Prominent Alumni

(india) LLC and Goldman sachs (india) securities Private 
Limited from may 2010 to march 2011. He is a member 
of the eu advisory Group of the City of London. He is 
also designated as ‘international envoy’ for the City of 
London. 

Sameer Suneja | PGP ’94 | 
Global Ceo, Perfetti Van melle

sameer suneja, appointed Ceo of Perfetti’s global 
operations in 2013, is the youngest global Ceo from 
an indian background. He joined Perfetti Van melle in 
February 1997 and was promoted to the role of executive 
Vice-President for Global innovations and Business 
development in august 2013. Prior to this, he worked 
with Colgate Palmolive and Frito Lay.

Rajiv Maliwal | PGP ’85 |  
Founder and managing director, sabre Partners

rajiv maliwal is the Founder and managing Partner of 
sabre Partners, an investment group which has funded 
and led many startups and late stage companies in 
india in the areas of financial services, healthcare and 
infrastructure. Prior to founding sabre Partners in 2002, 
he was at standard Chartered PLC as Global Head of 
Private equity. Between 1993 and 1998, he was an 

executive director at Goldman sachs, Hong Kong, and 
JP morgan, singapore and was responsible for setting 
up and growing the investment Banking and securities 
businesses for them in india. He established a JV for both 
these firms in india with domestic partners, led many 
mergers and acquisitions, equity and debt underwritings 
for indian corporates and originated several Private 
equity investments. Prior to 1993, he was with Citibank, 
where he was responsible for Corporate and investment 
Banking in Western india. He also sits on the board of 
several listed and unlisted companies.

Matthew Cyriac | PGP ’94 | 
senior managing director, Blackstone

mathew Cyriac serves as senior managing director of the 
Blackstone Group, Private equity Group. Before joining 
Blackstone in 2006, he served as the Head of Corporate 
development and strategy at iGate Global solutions. He 
was Vice President in the investment Banking Group at 
CsFB for two years, where he led several equity and debt 
offerings, and merger and acquisition transactions. He 
also worked in the Private equity Group at donaldson, 
Lufkin and Jenrette in india for over four years. He worked 
in the investment Banking division at Bank of america 
in india, and in the engineering division of tata motors. 
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mathew Cyriac has a Bachelor’s degree in engineering 
and a PGdm from iim Bangalore, where he was awarded 
the iimB Gold medal for graduating at the top of his class.

Raja Rajamannar | PGP ’85 | 
Global Cmo, mastercard

raja rajamannar is the Chief marketing officer of 
mastercard, responsible for its global advertising, 
sponsorships, promotions, research, insights and 
consumer and digital marketing initiatives. Prior to this, he 
held senior marketing positions at unilever, and served as 
executive Vice President and Chief transformation officer 
at WellPoint inc. He has also been with the Citigroup for 
15 years where he held a number of roles, including 
Global Chief marketing officer, Cards and Payments. He 
was responsible for transforming the credit card business 
model and strategies. the recipient of numerous 
marketing and innovation awards, raja rajamannar also 
holds a patent in the consumer packaged goods space.

N.S. Kannan | PGP ’91 | 
executive director, iCiCi

n.s. Kannan is the executive director of iCiCi Bank. Prior to 
his current assignment at iCiCi Bank, he was the executive 
director of iCiCi Prudential Life insurance Company. He 
was also the Chief Financial officer and treasurer of iCiCi 
Bank. at iim Bangalore, he was awarded a gold medal 
for best all-round performance. He is also a Chartered 
Financial analyst from the institute of Chartered Financial 
analysts of india and an Honors graduate in mechanical 
engineering. in 2013, n.s. Kannan was honored as the 
Best CFo in the indian Banking/Financial services sector 
at the CnBC tV 18 CFo awards. He won the award for 
two consecutive years.

Himanshu Kapania | PGP ’90 | 
managing director, idea Cellular

Himanshu Kapania serves as Head of telecom Business 
for aditya Birla nuvo Limited. He has been the managing 
director of idea Cellular Limited of axiata Group Berhad 
since april 1, 2011. He has worked with reliance 
infocomm Ltd. where he was responsible for operations 
in the northern region.  He is also the current Chairman 
of the Cellular operators association of india (Coai), the 
body which represents the interests of Gsm operators 
in india. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in electrical 
and electronics engineering from the Birla institute of 
technology, mesra.

S. Padmanabhan | PGP ’82 | 
executive director, tata Power

s. Padmanabhan joined tata Power as executive director 
(operations) in 2008.  Prior to 2008, he was executive 
director and Head Global Human resources of tata 
Consultancy services Limited. He has rich experience 
in large-scale project build-up and delivery, and is highly 
acclaimed for global sourcing and value creation in 
operational efficiencies. at iim Bangalore, he was the 
Glaxo Gold medalist in the marketing stream.

Puneet Dalmia | PGP ’98 | 
managing director, dalmia Cement

Puneet dalmia serves as a Joint managing director of 
dalmia Cement Bharat Ltd. He started his career as Co-
Founder and Chairman of Jobsahead.com in 1997. He 
has been a director at oCL india Ltd. since may 2008 
and at dalmia Bharat enterprises Ltd. (dalmia Bharat 
Limited) since February 11, 2011. He serves as a director 
of dalmia Bharat sugar and industries Limited and tVs 
Capital Funds Limited. He is a PGdm Gold medalist.

Vivek Sharma | PGP ’89 | 
Cmo, Philips

Vivek sharma serves as Head of marketing at Philips 
electronics india Limited. He is an industry veteran 
with over 19 years of experience. He has held senior 
leadership positions at Cadbury’s and Warner Lambert. 
He has worked at ogilvy & mather advertising as Head 
of unilever business in india. at mirC electronics Ltd., 
he was Vice President for marketing and sales and 
spearheaded the re-launch of the onida brand across 
product categories, championing the brand’s remarkable 
market share growth in the air-conditioning segment.

Hitesh Oberoi | PGP ’96 | 
md & Ceo, naukri.com

Hitesh oberoi has been the managing director and Chief 
executive officer of naukri internet services Pvt. Ltd 
since 2010. He joined info edge (india) Ltd. in 2000 and 
served as the Chief operating officer of info edge (india) 
Ltd. until 2010. Prior to this, he was the regional Planning 
and distribution manager (north india) for the ice Cream 
division of Hindustan Lever Limited, the indian arm of 
unilever, where he worked for nearly four years.

Malavika Harita | PGP ’82 | 
Ceo, saatchi & saatchi Focus network

malavika Harita, Ceo of saatchi & saatchi Focus network, 
has over 25 years of experience in communication and 
entrepreneurship. she headed the advertising and sales 
Promotion function at Hmt Watches. she then ran her 
own interior design and packaging firm before joining 
saatchi in 1993 after a stint with mudra Communications. 
Passionate about the power of Communication and 
technology, she works on brands like Bosch, Coats, 
reliance Polymers, infosys, microsoft, astra Zeneca, 
mead Johnson, ais, and novo nordisk amongst others. 

Prashant Jain | PGP ’91 |  
executive director & Chief investment officer, HdFC 

Prashant Jain is executive director & Chief investment 
officer at HdFC mutual Fund. He has got over 20 years 
of experience in fund management and research in the 
mutual Fund industry. Prior to joining HdFC amC, he 
worked with Zurich amC (July 1993-June 2003) as Chief 
investment officer.  He was associated with sBi mutual 
Fund (1991-1993).

Bangalore, arguably asia’s fastest growing cosmopolitan city, is described as one 
of india’s best places to live in. the city that is home to hundreds of information 
technology companies, including titans like infosys and Wipro, has become 
synonymous with business, driving india’s economic growth, and has carved a place 
on the global business map as the ‘silicon Valley of india’.

Bangalore, like iimB, well and truly embodies the ‘Work hard, party harder’ culture. 
some of the swankiest discotheques and restaurants in the country adorn the 
landscape of the city. in fact, you will never run out of great party places when in 
Bangalore. the city is a potpourri of cultures and provides something for every kind of 
taste, be it contemporary, classical or quirky in various forms of music, dance, theatre, 
movies and food. Bangalore is the first destination of almost every international 
musician or band touring india thanks to its rich history as india’s jazz and rock capital.

tree-lined avenues, lakes and public parks, like Lalbagh and Cubbon Park, make 
Bangalore a true Garden City. the ease with which Bangalore accommodates different 
cultures and embraces the new while preserving the old makes it a truly special city.

Bangalore Beckons
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CORPORATE STRATEGY & POLICY

Chirantan Chatterjee 
Ph.d. (Carnegie mellon) 
iimB Young Faculty research Chair

Deepak Kumar Sinha 
Ph.d. (mit)

Ganesh N Prabhu 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

P D Jose 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Murali Patibandla 
Ph.d. (Jnu) 
Chairperson, Corporate strategy & Policy

Pranav Garg 
Ph.d. (michigan) 
Class of ’86 Faculty Fellow

S Raghunath 
Ph.d. (Gujarat) 
dean, administration

J Ramachandran (aiCWa) 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad) 
BoC Chair Professor of Business Policy

Rejie George Pallathitta 
Ph.d. (tilburg)

Rishikesha T Krishnan ** 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

R Srinivasan 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Sai Yayavaram 
Ph.d. (ut, austin)

ECONOMICS & SOCIAL  
SCIENCES

Anubha Dhasmana 
Ph.d. (Johns Hopkins)

Charan Singh 
Ph.d. (new south Wales) 
rBi Chair Professor

Chetan Subramanian 
Ph.d. (southern California) 
Chairperson, office of international affairs

A Damodaran 
Ph.d. (Kerala) 
iPr Chair Professor on iP management (mHrd) 
Chairperson, economics & social sciences area

Faculty Members

Gopal Naik 
Ph.d. (urbana-Champaign) 
Chairperson, Centre of excellence for  
urban development

Kausik Chaudhuri 
Ph.d. (new York)

Manaswini Bhalla 
Ph.d. (Pennsylvania state)

Murali Agastya 
Ph.d. (W. ontario)

Rajeev Gowda MV 
Ph.d. (Pennsylvania)

Ramnath Narayanswamy 
Ph.d. (eHess, Paris)

Rupa Chanda 
Ph.d. (Columbia)

Soumyanetra Munshi 
Ph.d. (rutgers)

Subhashish Gupta 
Ph.d. (iowa)

Vandana Singhvi Patel 
Ph.d. (nYu)

Vivek Moorthy 
Ph.d. (uCLa)

FINANCE & CONTROL

Anindya Sen 
Ph.d. (Chicago)

Ashok Thampy 
Ph.d. (Purdue)

Jayadev M 
Ph.d. (osmania) 
Chairperson, admissions and Financial aid

Jayant R Kale 
Ph.d. (university of texas at austin) 
Professor with Joint appointment

Narasimhan M S 
Ph.d. (madras)

Narayan PC 
Ph.d. (iit madras) 
Chairperson, erP implementation Committee

R Narayanaswamy 
Ph.d. (new south Wales)

Padmini Srinivasan 
Ph.d. (nLsiu)

V Ravi Anshuman 
Ph.d. (utah) 
Chairperson, Finance and Control 
Chairperson, Centre for Financial markets &  
risk management 
Canara Bank Chair Professor in Banking and Finance

Sabarinathan G 
Ph.d. (nLsiu) 
Chairperson, n s raghavan Centre  
for entrepreneurial Learning

Sankarshan Basu 
Ph.d. (Lse) 
Chairperson, Career development services

Shashidhar Murthy 
Ph.d. (Columbia) 
Chairperson, Fellow Programme in management

Srinivasan Rangan 
Ph.d. (Pennsylvania) 
Chairperson, research & Publications & C-doCta

Srinivasan R 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Vaidyanathan R 
Fellow (iim Calcutta) 
uti Chair in Capital market studies

Venkatesh Panchapagesan 
Ph.d.  (usC)

MARKETING

Ashis Mishra 
Ph.d. (utkal)

Avinash G Mulky 
Ph.d. (iit Bombay)

Mithileshwar Jha 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Y L R Moorthi 
Ph.d. (Bharathidasan)

Nagasimha Balakrishna Kanagal 
Ph.d. (ut, dallas) 
Chairperson, iimB management review

Patrali Chakrabarty 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Preeti Krishnan Lyndem 
Ph.d. (manitoba)

S Ramesh Kumar 
Ph.d. (madras) 
Chairperson, Post Graduate Programme in 
enterprise management

Seema Gupta 
Ph.d. (udaipur)

Shainesh G 
Fellow (iim Bangalore) 
Chairperson, executive Post Graduate  
Programme in management

Sreelata Jonnalagedda 
Ph.d. (ut, austin)

Srinivas Prakhya 
Ph.d. (Carnegie mellon) 
Chairperson, marketing area

ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR &  
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Abhoy K Ojha 
Ph.d. (alberta)

Anand Ram V 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Kanchan Mukherjee 
Ph.d. (insead, France) 
iimB Young Faculty research Chair

Manohar Reddy C 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Mathew J Manimala 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad) 
Chairperson, organizational Behaviour &  
Human resources management area

Mukta Kulkarni 
Ph.d. (ut, san antonio)

Narendra M Agrawal 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad) 
Chairperson, Centre for software &  
information technology management

L Prasad 
Ph.d. (northwestern)

Ramadhar Singh 
Ph.d. (Purdue) 
distinguished Professor

Ramya Ranganathan 
Ph.d. (London Business school)

Ravi Kumar R 
Ph.d. (andhra)

Ritu Tripathi 
Ph.d. (ui, Chicago)

Sourav Mukherji 
Fellow (iim Bangalore)

Vasanthi Srinivasan 
Fellow (iim Bangalore) 
Chairperson, Centre for Corporate  
Governance & Citizenship

PRODUCTION & OPERATIONS 
MANAGEMENT

Anushman Tripathi 
Ph.d. (mit)
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Devanath Tirupati 
Ph.d. (mit) 
director incharge, dean (academic) 
eads-smi Chair Professor of sourcing & supply Chain 
management 
Chairperson, Centre for supply Chain management

Haritha Saranga 
Ph.d. (exeter)

Janat Shah** 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad)

Jishnu Hazra 
Ph.d. (rochester) 
eads-smi Chair Professor of sourcing &  
supply Chain management

D Krishna Sundar 
Ph.d. (iit Kharagpur)  
Chairperson, Production & operations management  
Chairperson, Centre for enterprise resource Planning

B Mahadevan 
Ph.d. (iit madras)

L S Murty 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad) 
Chairperson, Post Graduate Programme in management

Pankaj Chandra 
Ph.d. (Pennsylvania)

Siddharth Mahajan 
Ph.d. (Pennsylvania)

QUANTITATIVE METHODS & INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS

Amar Sapra 
Ph.d. (Cornell) 
Young Faculty research Chair 

Arnab Basu 
Ph.d. (tiFr)

Dinesh Kumar U 
Ph.d. (iit Bombay)

Ishwar Murthy 
Ph.d. (texas a&m)

Malay Bhattacharyya 
Ph.d. (Lse) 
Chairperson, Quantitative methods & information 
systems area

Pulak Ghosh 
Ph.d. (oakland)

Rahul De’ 
Ph.d. (Pittsburgh) 
Hewlett-Packard iCt for sustainable economic 
development Chair Professor

Rajendra K Bandi 
Ph.d. (Georgia state)

Rajluxmi V Murthy 
Ph.d. (southern methodist) 
Chairperson, Committee on disability

Shankar Venkatagiri 
Ph.d. (Georgia tech)

B Shekar 
Ph.d. (iisc)

Shubhabrata Das 
Ph.d. (unC Chapel Hill)

Trilochan Sastry 
Ph.d. (mit)

CENTRE FOR PUBLIC POLICY

Anil B Suraj 
LLm (nLsiu)

Arnab Mukherji 
Ph.d. (Pardee rand)

Deepak Malghan 
Ph.d. (maryland)

Hema Swaminathan 
Ph.d. (Penn state)

Nayana Tara S 
Ph.d. (Bangalore) 
Chairperson, Library 

G Ramesh 
Fellow (iim ahmedabad) 
Chairperson, Post Graduate Programme in  
Public Policy & management 
Chairperson, Centre for Public Policy

Rajalaxmi Kamath 
Ph.d. (michigan state)

Sriram M S 
Fellow (iim Bangalore)

NADATHUR S RAGHAVAN CENTRE FOR 
ENTREPRENEURIAL LEARNING

K Kumar 
Fellow (iim Bangalore) 
Chair Professor of apeejay surendra Chair in Family 
Business and entrepreneurship

Suresh Bhagavatula 
Ph.d. (amsterdam)  

Saras D Sarasvathy 
Ph.d. (Carnegie mellon university) 
Jamuna raghavan Chair Professor of entrepreneurship

** on special Leave
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